Women of Global Change Ambassador & CEO of Dynamic Vision Foundation Serves Kenya Slums Through “Baskets and Beads” Project

Dynamic Vision Foundation (DVF), is an international 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization that empowers women in Kenya slums to become entrepreneurs and create sustainability for their families through our “Baskets and Beads” project.

LAGUNA HILLS, Calif. (PRWEB) February 15, 2019 -- Dynamic Vision Foundation (DVF), is an international 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization that empowers women in Kenya slums to become entrepreneurs and create sustainability for their families through our “Baskets and Beads” project.

The Baskets and Beads project was created by DVF founder, Woman of Global Change Ambassador, U.S. Air Force Veteran and America’s Top Negotiator Eldonna Lewis Fernandez. Baskets and Beads mission is to provide women the opportunity to build their own successful sustainable business through the fair trade sale of their hand-crafted products in the U.S. Currently Baskets and Beads is helping women in the Kipsongo Slum in Kitale, Kenya. The slogan “A Hand Up Not A Hand Out” is key to creating sustainability and long-term success by teaching the women how to become business owners and leaders in their community. Dynamic Vision Foundation positively impacts women and children and eradicates generational poverty. Dynamic Vision Foundation is a service organization, that is creating global change and impacting women worldwide. Woman of Global Change Founder Dame Shellie Hunt said “This is what global change is about, making an impact around the world and being a force of positive change that provides a sustainable way for women of all walks of life to have an opportunity to create their own success.”

Currently Eldonna is on location in Kitale, Kenya educating the women on business growth, sustainability and self leadership. Education and planning are the key factors that will create long term positive growth and impact for generations to come. For more information on the impact of the Dynamic Vision Foundation and how you can support the cause, please visit https://basketsandbeadskenya.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.